ENGINEER-PRIVATE PAUL KLEE MISPLACES AN AIRCRAFT BETWEEN
MILBERTSHOFEN AND CAMBRAI, MARCH 1916

P aul Klee said
"Now I have been transferred to the Air Corps. A kindly sergeant effected the
transfer. He thought I would have a better future here, more chances for promotion.
First I was assigned to aircraft repair, together with several other workers. We
presented ourselves as not just painters but artist-painters. This caused some shaking of
heads. We varnished wooden fuselages, correcting old numbers and adding new ones
with the help of templates. Then I was pulled off the painting detail and assigned to
transport. I escort aircraft that are being sent to various bases in Germany and also (I
understand) in occupied territory. It is not a bad life. I spend my nights racketing
across Bavaria (or some such) and my days in switching yards. There is always bread
and wurst and beer in the station restaurants. When I reach a notable town I try to see
the notable paintings there, if time allows. There are always unexpected delays,
reroutings, backtrackings. Then the return to the base. I see Lily fairly often. We meet
in hotel rooms and that is exciting. I have never yet lost an aircraft or failed to deliver
one to its proper destination. The war seems interminable. Walden has sold six of my
drawings."
The Secret Police said
"We have secrets. We have many secrets. We desire all secrets. We do not have
your secrets and that is what we are after, your secrets. Our first secret is where we are.
No one knows. Our second secret is how many of us there are. No one knows.
Omnipresence is our goal. We do not even need real omnipresence. The theory of
omnipresence is enough. With omnipresence, hand-in-hand as it were, goes
omniscience. And with omniscience and omnipresence, hand-in-hand-in-hand as it
were, goes omnipotence. We are a three-sided waltz. However our mood is
melancholy. There is a secret sigh that we sigh, secretly. We yearn to be known,
acknowledged, admired even. What is the good of omnipotence if nobody knows?
However that is a secret, that sorrow. Now we are everywhere. One place we are is here
watching Engineer-Private Klee, who is escorting three valuable aircraft, B.F.W.
3054/16-17-18, with spare parts, by rail from Milbertshofen to Cambrai. Do you wish
to know what Engineer-Private Klee is doing at this very moment, in the baggage car?
He is reading a book of Chinese short stories. He has removed his boots. His feet rest
twenty-six centimeters from the baggage-cart stove."
Paul Klee said
"These Chinese short stories are slight and lovely. I have no way of knowing if
the translation is adequate or otherwise. Lily will meet me in out rented room on
Sunday, if I return in time. Our destination is Fighter Squadron Five. I have not had
anything to eat since morning. The fine chunk of bacon given me along with my
expense money when we left the base has been eaten. This mornig a Red Cross lady
with a squint gave me some very good coffee, however. Now we are entering
Hohenbudberg."
The Secret Police said
"Engineer-Private Klee has taken himself into the station restaurant. He is
enjoying a hearty lunch. We shall join him there."
Paul Klee said
"Now I emerge from the station restaurant and walk along the line of cars to

the flatcar on which my aircraft (I think of them as my aircraft) are carried. To my
surprise and dismay, I notice that one of them is missing. There had been three, tied
down on the flatcar and covered with canvas. Now I see with my trained painter's eye
that instead of three canvas-covered shapes on the flatcar there are only two. Where
the third aircraft had been there is only a puddle of canvas and loose rope. I look
around quickly to see if anyone else has marked the disappearance of the third
aircraft."
The Secret Police said
"We had marked it. Our trained policemen's eyes had marked the fact that
where three aircraft had been before, tied down on the flatcar and covered with canvas,
now there were only two. Unfortunately we had been in the station restaurant,
lunching, at the moment of removal, therefore we could not attest as to where it had
gone or who had removed it. There was something we did not know. This was
irritating in the extreme. We closely observe Engineer-Private Klee to determine what
action he would take in the emergency. We observe that he begins, very properly in
our opinion, to note down in his notebook all the particulars of the affair."
Paul Klee said
"The shape of the collapsed canvas, under which the aircraft had rested,
together with the loose ropes - the canvas forming hills and valleys, seductive folds, the
ropes the very essence of looseness, lapsing - it is irresistible. I sketch for ten or fifteen
minutes, wondering the while if I might not be in trouble, because of the missing
aircraft. When I arrive at Fighter Squadron Five with less than the number of aircrafts
listed on the manifest, might not some officious person become angry? Shout at me? I
have finished sketching. Now I will ask various trainmen and station personnel if they
have seen anyone carrying away the aircraft. If they answer in the negative, I will
become extremely frustrated. I will begin to kick the flatcar."
The Secret Police said
"Frustrated, he begins to kick the flatcar."
Paul Klee said
"I am looking up in the sky, to see if my aircraft is there. There are in the sky
aircrafts of several types, but none of the type I am searching for."
The Secret Police said
"Engineer-Private Klee is searching the sky - an eminently sound procedure, in
our opinion. We, the Secret Police, also sweep the Hohenbudberg sky, with our eyes.
But find nothing. We are debating with ourselves as to whether we ought to enter the
station restaurante and begin drafting our preliminary report, for fowarding to higher
headquarters. The knotty point, in terms of preliminary report, is that we do not have
the answer to the question 'Where is the aircraft?' The damage potential to the theory
of omniscience, as well as potential to our careers, dictates that this point be omitted
from the preliminary report. But if this point is omitted, might not some officious
person at the Central Bureau for Secrecy note the omission? Become angry? Shout at
us? Omissiveness is not rewarded at the Central Bureau. We decide to observe further
the actions of Engineer-Private Klee, for the time being."
Paul Klee said
"I who have never lost an aircraft have lost an aircraft. The aircraft is signed out
to me. The cost of the aircraft, if it is not found, will be deducted from my pay,
meager enough already. Even if Walden sells a hundred, a thousand drawings, I will
not have enough money to pay for this cursed aircraft. Can I, in the time the train
remains in the Hohenbudberg yards, construct a new aircraft or even the simulacrum

of an aircraft, with no materials to work with or indeed any special knowledge of
aircraft construction? The situation is ludicrous. I will therefore apply Reason. Reason
dictates the solution. I will diddle the manifest. With my painting skill which is after
all not so different from a forger's, I will change the manifest to reflect conveyance of
two aircraft, B.F.Q.3054/16 and 17, to Fighter Squadron Five. The extra canvas and
ropes I will conceal in an empty boxcar - this one, which according to its stickers is
headed for Essigny-le-Petit. Now I will walk around town and see if I can find a
chocolate shop. I crave chocolate."
The Secret Police said
"Now we observe Engineer-Private Klee concealing the canvas and ropes which
covered the former aircraft into an empty boxcar bound for Essigny-le-Petit. We have
previously observed him diddling the manifest with his painter's skill which resembles
not a little that of the forger. We applaud these actions of Engineer-Private Klee. The
contradiction confronting us in the matter of the preliminary report is thus resolved
in highly satisfactory fashion. We are proud of Engineer-Private Klee and of the
resolute and manly fashion in which he has dealt with the crisis. We predict he will go
far. We would like to embrace him as a comrade and brother but unfortunately we are
not embraceable. We are secret, we exist in shadows, the pleasure of the
comradely/brotherly embrace is one of the pleasures we are denied, in our dismal
service."
Paul Klee said
"We arrive at Cambrai. The planes are unloaded, six men for each plane. The
work goes quickly. No one questions my altered manifest. The weather is clearing.
After lunch I will leave to begin the return journey. My release slip and travel orders
are ready, but the lieutenant must come and sign them. I wait contentendly in the
warm orderly room. The drawing I did of the collapsed canvas and ropes is really very
good. I eat a piece of chocolate. I am sorry about the lost aircraft but not overmuch.
The war is temporary. But drawings and chocolate go on forever.
‐ donald
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